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Introduction
INTRODUCTION

Introduction
Hello and welcome to the course. In this eBook you will
discover how to maximize how much fat you're able to lose using
various techniques, as well as come to know the myths and false
notions of dieting, and fad diets.
There are many fad diets out there today. Many of them have
been met with criticism due to parting from the conventional
norms. When you think about how many Americans are still
overweight however, you can see why modern diets have parted
ways from typical 'eat less and lose weight' diets. That doesn't
take away from criticism though.
First we will cover the basics of extreme fat loss, and then we're
going to tackle a few of the fad diets that are out today. We will
go through each one and point out both the pros and the cons of
each one. After reading through this entire eBook, you will
definitely have a better understanding of the way the body
excretes fat, how to speed up that process, and you'll gain an
independent attitude to apply to your fat loss endeavors.
Sit back, buckle up, and hang tight on the ride we're about to go
on. The facts that are about to be presented will change the way
you think about dieting, fat loss, and the body's way of working!
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How The Body Reacts To Macronutrients
What are Macronutrients? The word Macro means Large,
or of great size. This is the direct opposite of Micro, or
Micronutrient. Micronutrients are nutrients that are 'small', such
as Vitamin A, Vitamin B, and so on. Macronutrients are of the
'big' variety, and the three main types are Fats, Carbohydrates,
and Proteins.
Micronutrients are important – getting enough Vitamin B for
example, but for simplicity's and fat loss' sake, we will
concentrate on Macronutrients in this course. Macronutrients
have to be mentioned at the beginning of this course because the
body processes each one of them differently. Basically, each one
of these three Macronutrients – Protein, Carbs, Fat – will either
benefit, or stall your fat loss due to how the human body
processes each one.
Let's start with the most important Macronutrient for losing fat:
carbs.

Carbohydrates:
Fad diets such as the Atkins diet, the Paleo diet, and the
Dukan diet cut down on carbohydrate intake for a reason, so let's
see what their reasoning for this is. Whenever you eat
carbohydrates such as bread, rice, grains, and sugar, your body
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creates a hormone called insulin. This isn't good.

Carbohydrates are broken down into their base molecules
(sugar) when our body digests them. Where the insulin hormone
comes into play is whenever our body notices that we've got
these sugar molecules floating around, our bodies will in turn
create insulin. And it creates that insulin, because insulin is what
literally moves those sugars into our muscles, but more
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importantly, into our fat stores!

In other words, when carbohydrates are broken down and
are turned into sugar, our blood sugar (blood glucose) rises and
insulin is moving that entire package of cookies that you just ate
into our fat stores (body fat).
Note: If you're new to fat loss or health generally, don't be scared by
the terminology used here, i.e. insulin, blood glucose, etc. That is as
advanced as we will get for this eBook, because it really doesn't
have to be more complex than that to understand how our body
works.
Ok, so now you know what happens when our bodies have a lot
of carbohydrates thrown at it. After many studies conducted by
doctors and colleges, as well as polls/surveys taken all over the
USA, we can safely say that the carbohydrate Macronutrient is
the worst culprit in leading to our obesity. That isn't to say ALL
carbs are bad though. We will come back to that later, but for
now, let's get onto the 2nd Macronutrient: Protein.

Proteins:
If you remember correctly, the body breaks down carbohydrates
and stores it as insulin. That isn't so with Protein. The body
doesn't store protein at all. Isn't that NEAT!? The human body
can store carbs somewhat as a 'carb reservoir', but it does not
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store protein and have a steady supply to go back to when it
wants/needs it.

Proteins and Amino Acids go hand in hand. To put this
simply, our bodies can't produce certain proteins naturally so our
bodies require that we consume protein, and these proteins that
we eat contain Amino Acids. And it is these Amino Acids that
help keep us strong and help repair our damaged muscles when
we exercise. If you've ever been sore from working out, be
assured that Amino Acids were at work to repair that soreness.
For bodybuilders, it is a lot easier to gain muscle if they consume
a combination of carbohydrates and proteins simultaneously.
The reason for this is that if you consume nothing but protein,
your body will begin burning the consumed protein directly for
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fuel. But when you've got a carbohydrate/protein combination,
your body focuses less on burning protein and uses those extra
Amino Acids to help repair your muscles. Protein is great. We'll
come back to that later just as with carbs, but let's get onto fats
now.

Fats:
Ok, so here's the Maconutrient with the most confusion.
I'm going to tell you outright, FATS ARE NOT BAD FOR YOU,
NOR WILL THEY MAKE YOU GAIN LOTS OF WEIGHT!

As much as you may want to think that eating 'fatty' foods is
considered being in league with the devil, it just simply isn't true.
There is a very good reason for this and we're going to debunk
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these myths backed up by cold hard scientific facts.

Ok. so let's talk about how the body reacts to fats for a
minute before we get onto the next chapter. If you're consuming
mainly carbohydrates, your body turns to carbs for its energy
source. If you consume mainly protein, your body turns to
burning protein as its main energy source. And of course – you
guessed it, the body will also turn to burning -consumed- fat for
its energy source.
BUT!
There is a twist to this. And that twist is a holy grail of
knowledge that you should forever let be ingrained into your
memory. So here it is folks:
Your body needs carbs, fats, and proteins to survive. The body
cannot produce necessary Amino Acids that are supplied from
proteins, and it also cannot produce fatty acids like the Omega-3
on its own naturally. And the big secret that I've been waiting to
tell you is this, put into plain English: our bodies can convert fats
into carbohydrates when necessary. More about that later though!

Maximize Fat Loss In 5 Easy Steps
So we've got the boring fat loss tech talk out of the way.
Now we can start getting you on your way to losing all of the fat
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that you've ever wanted, but more importantly, you can learn
how to KEEP it off.
The guy over to the left isn't really what we'd consider a 'fat' guy.
Chubby is more like it. Fact of the matter is, there are more
people in the USA with this kind of
body type than any other.
Most of us are just a little overweight at
some time or another, but regardless of
which size you are and how much fat
you need to lose, we can definitely get
you started with the information below
which applies universally, no matter
your stats.

• Step 1: Balance Your Macronutrients
Depending on how much weight you want to lose and how fastly,
will dictate your Macronutrient ratio. There is a standard
40/40/20 ratio that lots of people – including bodybuilders – use.
40% of their food intake is from protein, 40% from carbs, and
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20% from fat. This is probably a good place to start if you've
never dieted before, but we can take this a step further instantly.

Let's say that you want to burn as much fat in the shorted
amount of time possible. If so, that would mean you'd have to cut
down on your carbohydrate intake. Remember all of what was
mentioned about how the body turns carbs into sugar, and the
sugar is stored as fat earlier? That's your ticket. So try a ratio of
something like 40% protein, 40% fat, 20% carbs to get you started
off.

• Step 2: Count Your Calories
Calories could take a long explanation, but I'll spare you of that
and get to what's important. Calories are a measurement of heat,
or of energy. When you see calorie totals on food labels, it's
telling you how much energy the food contains. Now there are a
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lot of people who count calories meticulously and throw
Macronutrient variables right out the window. We're going to
take both into consideration.

There is a saying that goes something like, “Calories in, calories
out”. There is some truth to that, yes, but it's not the entire story.
People count calories as a way to gauge how much food they're
eating, but where they go wrong is by having the mentality of, 'if
I keep my calories low, I'll lose fat”. Now there IS some truth to
that, but as mentioned, it's not the entire story.
You've also got to take in mind how your body is breaking down
those Macronutrients. I mean, think of it like this. Who would
get fatter, quicker: A) Someone who ate 2500 calories of Snicker's
bars per day, or B) Someone who ate 2500 calories of lean white
meat and healthy vegetables per day?
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The answer is obvious here. Your body won't take protein
and turn it into mega-large fat stores like it will carbs. Why
haven't people thought of this sooner? That's where you can cash
in!
We recommend looking at calories almost strictly as a way to
gauge how much you're eating. So reduce your calories (how
much you're eating), and make sure to get your Macro ratio
right.

• Step 3: Exercise

While this may be the most difficult part for you to incorporate
into your lifestyle, it's very important, but for a different reason
than you may think. I'm sure you already know that exercising
forces the body to expend energy (carbs, fats, proteins) which
will equal for fat loss. But we can look at this in a different way.

Maximize Fat Loss In 5 Easy Steps
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Exercising – whether it's lifting weights or doing cardio –
has an effect on you mentally. If you didn't know it, laziness is a
MENTAL problem, not a physical one. That may be weird to
hear, huh? But it's true. Now here's a little bit of human
psychology for you: you most likely don't work out because of
laziness (mental laziness). So how do you cure mental laziness?
…....
….by working out. It's ironic, isn't it? Exercising has proven to be
a stress cure, a cure for depression, and a cure for anxiety. All
three of those things are mental, are they not? Now stress,
depression, and anxiety can all turn physical, even though they're
mental. That's ironic as well. But it can take a toll on you if you're
not careful.
So how do we ultimately get over this laziness at first? If you can
get it IN YOUR HEAD, AT LEAST JUST FOR ONCE, that
you're going to exercise, you've conquered over half the battle.
You see, after you work out, you are more alert mentally, you feel
more relaxed, and less anxious. Then you start having the feeling
of, “I just worked out and accomplished something. Man, I feel
GREAT!”. And that my friends, will lead to wanting to work out
MORE.

To further all of this irony even more, it seems the more work
you do on yourself, the more work you... want to do on yourself.
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• Step 4: Clean Out Your Pantry & Refrigerator

This one is self-explanatory. Immediately get rid of
EVERYTHING in your home that is pure starch, pure sugar, all
processed foods, prepackaged TV dinners, etc. Instead, opt for
fresh fruits, vegetables, lean meats, diet drinks and water, ans so
on. A lot of people are afraid of making this change because they
think it will be a lot of work.
To counter that, let me tell you a secret: standing burns a LOT
more calories/energy than sitting does. And walking burns even
more. So the time you spend cooking to help yourself lose
weight, will actually help you lose weight in itself Neat huh!

Maximize Fat Loss In 5 Easy Steps
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• Step 5: Expose Yourself To Success
So what are we talking about here? What kind of success? We're
talking about before and after as far as fat loss. An easy way to do
this is to go to Google and type in something like, 'weight loss
before and after' or 'fat loss pictures' and you'll be met with
thousands of others who have posted their pictures on health
forums from all over the world.
Taking a look at someone else's success will definitely get you
fired up. When hearing about – and seeing – how someone else
lost a lot of weight, it will reassure you that you DO have what it
takes to lose the weight that you've always wanted to.
Another good idea is to join a small community on the net of
people trying to lose weight. Being active in this type of
community will expose you to much more information that you
didn't know beforehand which you can apply to tweaking your
own diet, and there's also a less likely chance of you cheating
since you're constantly surrounded by others who are
encouraging you.
__________________
Next we will discuss a few fad diets that are out there. But believe
me when I say we will neither 100% recommend or 100% slander
one. There are pros and cons of each diet and we intend on
taking a look at all of the facts about each of these forthcoming
diets.
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Fad Diets: The Good, The Bad, & The Ugly
Let's start by talking about a diet of the low carb variety:
The Atkins Diet.
The Atkins diet is the most famous (infamous) fad diet out there.
Introduced years ago by Dr. Atkins, the Atkins diet has helped
many millions lose lots of fat. Dr. Atkins was right about cutting
down on carbohydrate intake, but I think there's a little room for
improvement. Let's take a look at the pros and cons:
Pros: Educates people on carbohydrates, sugar, blood glucose.
Fairly easy to stick to. Eating your favorite foods is still an option.
Cons: Not enough stress on calories (amount of food). Not
enough stress on the water loss issue (mistaken for fat loss).
Summary: While the pros are great, I've noticed that many
Atkins dieters are clueless about the cons. I can't blame Dr.
Atkins for this though, and neither can anyone else. There just
should be more stress on getting people to eat less generally,
because a lot of Atkins dieters think it's perfectly fine to
completely stuff yourself.
Another thing that needs to be mentioned is that while on a low
carb diet, you lose a lot of water weight and that is mistaken for
fat loss. Since you aren't consuming nearly as many carbs, your
body doesn't have carbs to hold water (think bread & water).
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The South Beach Diet
The South Beach diet isn't as strict as other diets like the Atkins
diet. You aren't limited to just proteins and fats, so that leaves
room for more starchy foods. And that's actually where the South
Beach Diet goes wrong, in my humble opinion. Let's take a look
at the pros and cons:
Pros: Believe it or not, MANY people have had a lot of fat loss
success with this diet (due to calorie restriction/food intake).
Easier to follow than most fad diets. A great introduction to
general dieting.
Cons: Not enough stress on breaking down Macronutrients and
how the body digests them like we've pointed earlier in this
book. Easy to drop after desired weight has been reached.
Summary: As mentioned in the pros list, as much as I love that
certain diets will stress to cut out starchy and sugary foods, lots
of people have had success on the South Beach Diet. This is due
mainly to calorie restriction and general education on health and
dieting that the South Beach diet informs you of. This is actually
a great diet to start with, but I recommend tweaking your fat loss
plan further instead of starting with this general guideline.

The Paleo Diet
And here we are, a favorite ours. The Paleo diet mimics what
cavemen ate. And actually, that's all there is to it! Though since
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the caveman generation is long and gone, we have a little
studying to do to find out what our early ancestors ate. Let's see
the pros and cons of this diet:
Pros: Dieters are well-informed of technicalities. Definite stress
on reducing starch and sugar. Organic food and unprocessed
food recommended.
Cons: Lots of time involved in learning about the diet. Lots of
time to cook the way you need to. Lots of time to locate the foods
that you need for this diet.
Summary: As you may have noticed, all the cons of this diet are
'time' cons. It really depends on how you look at this though
because what is more important: A) losing a little time, or, B)
your health? The answer is obvious. Once you're well-educated
about this diet and you've gotten a plan down and have located
the right foods, you're all set.
The Paleo diet is a favorite out of all of the fad diets due to all of
it actually being legitimate. This has been researched
scientifically for years and the things they tell you are definitely
accurate. While you will be mimicing what our ancestors ate, the
taste is just as good as modern cuisine.
To close about the Paleo diet, let me leave you with a question
which might strike you as an 'AHA!' moment: when was the last
time you heard of someone in Africa or in South American who
lives with a primitive tribe having any of the following: a heart
attack; cancer; diabetes? Do you see where I'm going with this?

Ongoing Fat Loss & Lifestyle Change
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Ongoing Fat Loss & Lifestyle Change

As short as this eBook may be and as quickly as you can read
through the material here, we've just covered years of studies and
research. It's easy to apply all of this once you know the basics.
All of the scientific research and testing has been done, so there's
not too much of a reason why you won't be able to succeed in
losing the fat that you want. Now we want to leave you with some
tips and tricks for changing your lifestyle and for keeping the fat
off permanently.

Making The Decision
As we have mentioned earlier, you've got to get it in your
head – at least just one time – that you WILL shed all of that fat.
Afterward, you'll start dieting, working out, and your life will
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change. This will be fuel for the fire in the way that since you'll
feel so great after applying everything you read here, you'll be
even more inclined to keep yourself healthy and keep the fat off.
Remember, the more work you do on yourself, the more work
you... want to do on yourself. Funny, and true.
We still insist that the best way to keep yourself motivated is by
exposing yourself to people who have had success with fat loss
previously. You will get yourself hyped up from seeing others
succeed and you will feed off of their energy. Joining an online
community or joining a gym is a great way to start.
The hardest part of losing weight and being healthy is making
the decision itself. For some reason, us humans have a
psychological thing where we would rather avoid making this
decision, more than we would avoid actually doing what has been
mentioned here.
You can start by simply turning to
a piece of fruit like an orange or
an apple rather than a candy bar,
and substitute regular Coca Cola
for diet Coke. Remember, all of
that sugar isn't good for you at all.
You'll start seeing results just from
those two little substitutions, and
once you get a small taste of that
success, there will be no stopping
you thereafter.
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Cheating & Recouping
For the love of god, don't beat yourself up if you have a cheating
session. The truth is that feeling bad because you cheated,
signifies a hard-working mindset – someone who actually cares
about what they're doing. That's a good mentality to have. But let
us explain this a little further and show you why cheating isn't so
bad:
For one, when your body gets so used to eating healthily and it's
suddenly introduced to a 'foreign' food that your body isn't used
to, chances are that it won't know what to do with it and will
excrete it quickly. No harm done really. And two, cheating can be
a good thing. If your body does happen to take notice of sugary
foods being introduced, it will be like a 'recharge' for your body.
Sugars not only go to fat stores, but it also goes to your muscles
as well. Since you may be depriving yourself of some of that –
especially if you lift weights, it works as a nice refresher. And to
top it off, sometimes we just need to reward ourselves for all of
the hard work that we've done.

Substitution Foods
Here we will give you a list of foods that you can take out of your
pantry and refrigerator and replace with something a little more
healthy. The reasons for each one will vary, though they will
obviously be apparent. Try these and you'll love it!
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Foods To Throw Out

Substitutions

Sugary Soft Drinks

Diet Soft Drinks

Candy Bars & Sweets

Fruits

Breaded Meats

Lean, Skinless Meats

Pasta Noodles

Spaghetti Squash

Sugar

Stevia (natural sweetener)

Potatoes (in excess)

Mashed Cauliflower

White Bread

Ezekiel Bread

Various Candies

Sugar-Free Jello

Coffee Latte

Coffee w/Creamer & Stevia

There should also be an addendum for cooking methods. Lots of
people say that the time they spend cooking is increased by a lot.
That's true, and I covered why that's actually beneficial earlier.
But there is something else that you should know about as well.

Really, how hard is it to put
something in a crock pot? You
just chop all of your veggies
and meats up, throw it into a
crock pot and 6-12 hours later
you've got an entire meal on
your hands. The time it takes
to take out the veggies &
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meats, chop it up and put it into the crock pot is even shorter
than taking out a microwave TV dinner, putting it into the
microwave, letting it cool, peeling the plastic seal off and then
eating it. You get a much better, and much healthier meal this
way.
I mentioned earlier that fat isn't as bad for you as the rap it's
gotten. This is basically saying that meat is perfectly fine. So a
good idea is to invest in an outdoor smoker. You can pop the
meat and smoking chips into it, leave it alone for a while and in
no time you've got some really lean meat to eat. Couple this with
some vegetables and you're set!

Exercise Plans & Routines
Here's where we take the myth of exercise routines being
complicated and destroy it. Did you know that you can get great
benefits from just doing a few pushups a day?
Think about how long it takes you to
do pushups. What, 3-5 minutes AT
THE MOST? Of course you can make
time to do that. Just wake up in the
morning, make sure you wake up
completely, and after 15-20 minutes of
being awake, just blast through 25
pushups or so per day. You'll start to
see results super fast, especially if you
haven't worked out regularly before.
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Recent studies have shown that the human body needs
only 7 minutes of exercise per day to stay healthy. Did you hear
what I just said? S-E-V-E-N minutes per day, nothing more! And
this story was released by scientists within the last year of writing
this (2011). You can definitely make time to exercise, even if it
means taking the stairs rather than the elevator.

Pushups, pullups, situps, squats, and lifting jugs of water are
great ways to start. Even better, look in the newspaper in the
classifieds section, or maybe on Ebay or Craigslist and find
someone who's selling a weight bench for $50 or so.
As I said earlier, there's a myth about exercise routines being
complicated. The only way they can be complicated is if you're a
professional bodybuilder who is literally trying to squeeze every
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single little molecule of muscle gain out of his body. For us
regular folk, just work hard until you're seeing the success that
you want. That's it. Simple.

Setting Goals & Reaching Them

Depending on how much fat you need to lose, you will want to
set your goals for a certain amount. For example, let's say that
you want to lose 100 lbs. Your first goal should be to lose 25 lbs.
And really, if you've actually got 100 lbs of extra fat on you, 25 lbs
isn't really that much. So set up your diet to work in 4 phases,
each time losing the same amount.

You'll notice that for each phase, it gets just a little tougher. The
less you weigh, the more difficult it is to lose weight. However,
what you should know is that the more weight you lose, the more
experienced you are at it, and that means the difficult will be
about even for all phases since you're able to tweak things better.
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Another example would be losing 30 lbs. Aim for losing 7-8 lbs
for each phase. That's rather doable, and you'll get to your goal
quickly. Please take in mind that cheating every once in a while is
ok as mentioned earlier. Your body will appreciate a cheat meal
every once in a while.

Final Thoughts & Closing
The things covered in this eBook are only the basics of dieting
and fat loss. Even though we didn't get into more detail about
everything, what you've got on your hands is practical info that
can get you some amazing results if you actually apply them.
There are many people who know a lot more than your average
person about health and dieting, but where they fail is actually
applying all of it. This is a reason for this eBook not being too
technical and scientific. You can actually surpass everyone that
you know with your RESULTS, rather than what you 'know'.
Once again, we have to stress to expose yourself to as many
people as possible that have had success with losing fat. Make
some friends, join an online community, look at 'before & after'
photos, join a gym, and get busy. The sooner you start, the
sooner your results will come.
Dieting is actually fun, and working out is fun too. Don't let
anyone else tell you otherwise. Get into the mentality that you're
going to be an extremely healthy person soon, make it happen,
and enjoy life!
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Soon you'll be a new person. People will react to you differently,
you'll get more respect, and most of all, you'll have a LOT of
confidence in yourself. And that's a huge bonus on top of being
thin, and being healthy.
So get out there and knock them out. Show them what you're
made of!
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